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Abstract—In this work, we adapt a training approach inspired
by the original AlphaGo system to play the imperfect information
game of Reconnaissance Blind Chess. Using only the observations
instead of a full description of the game state, we first train a
supervised agent on publicly available game records. Next, we
increase the performance of the agent through self-play with
the on-policy reinforcement learning algorithm Proximal Policy
Optimization. We do not use any search to avoid problems caused
by the partial observability of game states and only use the policy
network to generate moves when playing. With this approach,
we achieve an ELO of 1330 on the RBC leaderboard, which
places our agent at position 27 at the time of this writing. We
see that self-play significantly improves performance and that the
agent plays acceptably well without search and without making
assumptions about the true game state.

I. INTRODUCTION

Games have served as immensely popular test domains for
artificial intelligence, but the ever-increasing performance in
classical board games such as chess and Go has long sur-
passed human capabilities [1]. However, imperfect information
games, where the game state is not perfectly observable, still
provide many research challenges for developing competent AI
agents. In many of these games, human and AI performance
is much closer together [2–7], and humans still hold their
own in some of these domains. We focus on the game of
Reconnaissance Blind Chess (RBC), an imperfect information
variant of classical chess, where players only receive limited
information about the placement of the opponent’s pieces. We
aim to apply the training approach used by AlphaGo [1], which
works in perfect information games, to imperfect information
games by making some practical adjustments. Specifically, we
avoid problems caused by trying to use forward search without
having perfect information by only using the trained policy
network, which is fully capable of playing the game on its
own.

A. Reconnaissance Blind Chess

In RBC, the game starts with the regular setup of chess
pieces. However, a player can only learn about the opponent’s
moves by a limited form of sensing, which strongly reduces
their knowledge of the current state. At the start of each turn,
a player senses a 3× 3 area of the 8× 8 board, and the true
state of these squares is revealed. A player is also informed
if their selected move was legal and if they capture a piece.
If a move attempts to move through an opponent’s piece, the
move is truncated to capturing it. Players are also notified

whenever one of their own pieces is captured, so they retain
perfect information about their own pieces. A game is won
by capturing the opponent’s king. Finally, check-related chess
rules do not apply, so it is legal to castle through a check or
even move a king into check. As a consequence, draws are
much less common, as stalemate does not exist and even a
bare king can still win.

B. Contributions

Our main contribution is to adapt an AlphaGo-inspired
approach [1] to an imperfect information game setting. In
AlphaGo, the state is fully observable, so the legal actions
of both players are known, which allows deep forward search.
In RBC, we generally do not know the true state of the board,
which implies that a player cannot know the opponent’s op-
tions precisely without making significant assumptions beyond
the known observations. This greatly restricts the ability to
simulate games or conduct a search through a tree of varia-
tions. In our work, we adapt the early AlphaGo framework,
which first primes a neural network by supervised training and
then improves it via self-play [1]. Concretely, we make two
main adaptations to account for imperfect information:

1) We use the history of observations as our input and avoid
any attempt to guess or directly reconstruct the unknown
full game state.

2) We ignore search and solely use the trained policy
network to play.

Thus, our network learns to directly map observations to a
distribution of actions, which is used to play the game. The
aim of this work is to demonstrate that working directly with
the given observations of a complex game like RBC, without
assumptions about the full hidden game state, is possible and
leads to acceptable performance. This opens another angle to
work on RBC, which previously strongly focused on trying to
explicitly reconstruct the true game state.

II. RELATED WORK

Most previous work on RBC is focused on trying to elimi-
nate the uncertainty of RBC, thereby reducing it to normal
chess, which then allows the usage of strong search-based
chess engines. For example, the runner-up of the 2019 RBC
competition, PiecewiseGrid agent [8], maintains a probability
distribution over the possible squares for each piece and uses
this to compute the likelihood of game states. The program
then uses full game states to choose moves with Stockfish [9],



a state-of-the-art chess engine. The 2020 winner Penumbra
[10] does not use a regular chess engine but tries to reduce
uncertainty by identifying the opponent, which limits the
possible game states, again allowing forward search. Their
approach trains a separate network for a list of hand-selected
opponents through supervised learning, as well as one catch-
all network which is used if the recognition fails. They then
generate an approximation of the current state, which is used
as the input to the network. However, using opponent-specific
training severely limits the flexibility of the approach. The
work most similar to ours [11] uses an approach similar to
AlphaZero. However, their method did not achieve strong
performance and barely outperformed a random player. Like
many other prior works, they also aimed to reduce uncertainty
by trying to identify the most likely game states, which were
then used for forward search.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work
on RBC which directly works on the given observations, and
we consider this to be the main contribution of our approach.
In poker, some previous work exists on directly learning from
observations. [12] learned to play simple poker versions from
observations of hands, which resulted in a good, but not
very strong performance. [13] proposed a self-play algorithm
that guarantees to converge to a Nash equilibrium. While
resulting in similar outcomes, they train a neural network
to approximate the average of the past best-responses and
we use multiple past agents, leading to a slight difference
between their work and the reinforcement learning part of our
work. Other strong results in imperfect-information domains
are often based on counterfactual regret minimization [14–16],
which may also work well in RBC, but has so far not been
explored.

III. METHOD

In this work, we explicitly aim to not make assumptions
about the true game state, but rather learn a policy that directly
maps imperfect observations to moves. For this, we represent
all information received at each turn to build up a history of
observations, which forms the input to our network. The most
recent information for a player is represented by a 90 8 × 8
bitboard (see Table I). Of this, a single 1 in a 73 × 8 × 8
stack encodes the last move, which is an idea put forward by
[17]. Whether the last move was illegal, and the color of the
player, could be represented by a single 0 or 1, but a whole

TABLE I
INPUT REPRESENTATION FOR THE AGENT (ONE OBSERVATION)

Size of layer Information represented
1 Square where opponent captured one of our pieces
73 Last move taken (see [17] for how a move is encoded)
1 Square where agent captured opponent’s piece
1 1 if last move was illegal
6 Position of own pieces (One layer per piece type)
1 Last sense taken
6 Result of last sense (One layer per piece type)
1 Color

Fig. 1. Network architecture

plane is used to facilitate the convolution-based structure of
the network. To represent the past, a fixed-size history of the
last 20 observations forms the input of size 1800 × 8 × 8 to
our network. The network consists of a shared convolutional
block, followed by two separate heads for the sense and the
move policy (see Figure 1. As a third output, we also tasked
the network to predict a scalar outcome of the game, 1 for
win and −1 for loss, which was used as the starting network
of the critic in reinforcement learning. Although a sequence-
based architecture, e.g. a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
network or Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), may intuitively
make more sense, we found that in our setup, those networks
required more training time without increasing the accuracy of
the predictions. Therefore, we speculate that a history of 20
turns is sufficiently long to capture all important information,
but even shorter histories could yield benefits by reducing the
amount of unnecessary information. We again use 73× 8× 8
outputs to describe the proposed move of the network, but we
add one more output to represent the option of passing, i.e., to
complete the turn without making a move. The sensing policy
is modeled as an 8 × 8 output, denoting all possible squares
on the board. All of our experiments used only a few days of
training on a single Tesla M40 and can be reproduced using
commonly available hardware.

A. Supervised Learning

Similar to the setup in [1], we first train our network on
human data before using self-play to tune the policy. To
this end, we used a dataset previously used for training the
opponent-specific networks of Penumbra [10]. From these
games, we construct training examples by using the taken
actions as the target output of the network, with the history
of observations as the network’s input. In contrast to games
like chess and Go, a turn in RBC consists of two actions,
sensing and moving. To optimize these two separate but
related policies, we use the cross-entropy loss of both heads
of the network and optimize their sum. We use all games
in the dataset, including losses and games of lower-skilled
opponents. Importantly, we do not mask illegal moves, which
adds significant difficulty for the network, as only a fraction of
all 4673 possible moves is legal in a given position. We also
do not mask the 28 outer squares of the board in the sensing
policy, which are inferior sensing actions that are dominated



by choosing a square in the inner 6x6 area of the board. This
decision was made to account for the significant number of
sub-optimal senses in the dataset. Future experiments may
explore the differences in results when masking those.

After training for 5 epochs, which is equal to about 8 hours
of wall time on our machine, the network achieved a 49.71%
sense and 48.34% move accuracy on a held-out test set of
10% of the data, and 50.78% sensing and 53.91% moving
accuracy on the training data. We stopped training at this point
as the network started to overfit. To compute the accuracy,
we only counted the outputs of the network which exactly
matched the chosen action in the data. A significant number
of predictions involve a large degree of randomness, so there
is no “correct” answer for many decisions, but achieving these
levels of accuracy in this setting indicates that the data is
rather homogeneous. We also counted sensing actions that
were strictly better than the sense in the target data as mistakes,
such as sensing at g7, which reveals the content of 9 squares,
instead of sensing on h8, which only shows a subset of 4
squares. A different measure would have been to count the
overlap between the predicted and the target sensing action,
but the main problem with this approach is that the purpose
of the sensing action is unknown. For example, its true intent
might have been collecting information about one particular
square only.

B. Reinforcement Learning

Although with our agent achieved a good accuracy of
predictions through supervised training, it did not learn learn to
actually win the game. Supervised learning attributes the same
importance to correctly predicting to capture the opponent’s
king (which wins the game) as to playing the opening move
1. e4. Moreover, it may also learn low-quality in-game actions
such as sensing at the edge of the board, which is never an op-
timal decision. Since the goal of the agent should be to win the
game, the second stage of training by reinforcement learning
rewards the agent only for achieving this objective. We frame
the problem as a Markov decision problem (MDP), where the
opponent is part of the stochastic environment, and use an on-
policy reinforcement learning algorithm. Although RBC is a
partially observable Markov decision problem (POMDP), we
disregard the partial observability of the domain and use the
history of observations as if they were a complete description
of the state, thus approximating the POMDP as an MDP.

We train the agent by self-play and collect the actions taken
and the result of each game. With this experience, we optimize
our agent using our own implementation of Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO) [18]. To simultaneously optimize both
policies (sensing and moving) we compute separate losses for
both of them and perform gradient descent on their sum. While
sensing is a passive action that never directly results in winning
the game, we reward the final winning move and the sense just
before it with a reward of 1. To reduce overfitting to the current
version of the agent, we let it play against randomly selected
past versions of itself, which are saved whenever they reach

a 65% win rate. This is similar to playing against the average
strategy of past best-responses, and a well-known technique
[7, 14, 15].

In training, the probability pi of playing against a version
i of the network depends on the win-rate wi of the training
against it:

pi = 1− (wi/
∑
i

wi) (1)

The win-rate wi is approximated as the average of the K =
500 most recent results of the training agent against it.

One important consideration in RBC, and an important
difference from normal chess, is that due to the partial
observability, the optimal strategy should be stochastic, as a
deterministic strategy can easily be exploited. However, when
testing our agent, we found that choosing the action with
highest probability lead to slightly better performance.

IV. RESULTS

We tested the performance of our agent at two time points;
after supervised training and after reinforcement learning.
The hypothesis is that adding reinforcement learning, which
directly aims to optimize the real objective of winning games,
should increase the win-rate compared to only supervised
training on public games.

A. ELO Performance

In order to evaluate the performance, we uploaded both
versions to the public leaderboard1, which results in an approx-
imate ELO rating for each agent. After the supervised training,
our agent’s performance is similar to that of the publicly avail-
able baseline agent Trout, which is a naive Stockfish-based
agent. However, as seen in Table II, reinforcement learning
leads to a tangible performance benefit on the leaderboard. In
training, observed that it consistently learned to win against its
previous version. For example, the reinforced agent exhibits
a win rate of more than 80% against the supervised agent
throughout training. At the time of this writing, these results
put our agent at rank 27 out of 84 on the leaderboard, although
we did not see an indication of convergence.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED AGENT

Name Performance
Supervised agent 1118
Reinforced agent 1330
Trout (Public Stockfish baseline) 1111

B. Analysis of Example Games

We observed that our agent has a highly aggressive, even
reckless at times, playing style. It often aims for very quick
attacks on the enemy king, sacrificing one or more pieces
(including very early queen sacrifices) in order to get to a
position where the opponent’s king is no longer surrounded by

1https://rbc.jhuapl.edu/

https://rbc.jhuapl.edu/


defenders and is not able to defend reliably against multiple
possible and unobserved threats of the agent. This kind of
strategy works well against many lower and middle-skilled
opponents, and even scores the occasional win against top
contenders.

One game we want to highlight can be replayed at https:
//rbc.jhuapl.edu/games/462287, where the agent played against
one of the higher-rated opponents on the leaderboard. In the
game, our agent created two situations where the opponent
could not certainly determine from which square its king was
attacked but was able to sense the correct positions in order to
defend against the threats. In contrast, playing against a lower-
rated opponent (https://rbc.jhuapl.edu/games/462288) the same
strategy worked well, as the opponent did not have information
about the bishop on c4, which lead to a quick win. Similarly, in
https://rbc.jhuapl.edu/games/462249, our agent continuously
made threats, which in the end led to an undetected knight
capturing the king. Such a strategy would not work well in
classical chess, which provides some evidence that policies in
chess and RBC are not necessarily similar, and that trying to
reduce RBC to chess may be problematic at times.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we show our first results on applying an
AlphaGo-inspired training regime to the imperfect information
game of Reconnaissance Blind Chess. Our agent learns to use
a history of observations to create distributions of actions for
both sensing and playing. First, we use supervised training on
publicly available expert games, where the task is to predict the
actions of the experts. Next, we use on-policy reinforcement
learning with self-play to strengthen the playing performance
of the agent. With this approach, we reached rank 27 of 84
on the leaderboard and an estimated ELO of 1330, using no
further game-specific optimizations.

To continue this work, we aim to refine our self-playing
process. It is currently unclear whether this process alone
can lead to top performance.. Incorporating experience gained
from playing on the leaderboard is much slower than playing
games against itself offline but may lead to more valuable
information from varied strong opponents, thus facilitating
quicker improvement. An additional angle that we aim to
tackle is a combination of the trained agent with a classical
engine like Stockfish. Combining action suggestions from
both, or adapting Stockfish’s moves by using the probability
distribution of the agent, can lead to a more normal and
classical playing style, while also using learned experience
from RBC self-play.
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